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Optimization of a Thermal Flow Sensor for Acoustic
Particle Velocity Measurements

Joost W. van Honschoten, Vitaly B. Svetovoy, Gijs J. M. Krijnen, and Miko C. Elwenspoek

Abstract—In this paper, a thermal flow sensor consisting of two
or three heated wires, the Microflown, is treated for application to
acoustic measurements. It is sensitive to flow (“particle velocity”),
contrary to conventional microphones that measure acoustic
pressures. A numerical analysis, allowing for detailed parametric
studies, is presented. The results are experimentally verified. Con-
sequently, improved devices were fabricated, and also sensors with
a new geometry consisting of three wires, instead of the usual two,
of which the central wire is relatively most heated. These devices
are the best performing Microflowns to date with a frequency
range extending from 0 to over 5 kHz and a minimum detectable
particle velocity level of about 70 nm/s at 2 to 5 kHz (i.e., 3 dB
PVL or SPL, corresponding to a pressure of 3 1 10

5
Pa at a

free field specific acoustic impedance). [1383]

I. INTRODUCTION

THE Microflown is an acoustic sensor based on a thermal
principle [1], [2]. The sensor is mostly used for measure-

ment purposes, and it has been applied to the measurement of
one- and three-dimensional (1-, 3-D) sound intensities [3]–[6],
of acoustic impedances [7], [8] and pressure [9]. The Mi-
croflown is also used as an add-on microphone for professional
recording purposes [10]. The advantage of the sensor, contrary
to pressure gradient microphones, is its comparatively high
sensitivity to low-frequency sound waves; it can thus be used as
well for the measurement of dc flows [11], and can be applied
as a mass flow sensor [12]–[14].

The Microflown consists usually of two closely spaced (ca.
100 ) thin wires of silicon nitride, similar to [15], with
an electrically conducting platinum pattern on top of them,
as shown in Fig. 1(a). The dimensions of the two wires are

. The metal pattern is used as a heater and
as a temperature sensor by using the temperature dependent
resistance of the platinum. The wires are heated to an opera-
tional temperature between 300 and 400 by a voltage
applied across the two wires in series. Due to flow across
the wires, a “particle velocity,” the temperature distribution
around the resistors is asymmetrically altered and a temperature
difference between the wires occurs, which can be measured
electronically.

Recently, a good theoretical description and a model for the
behavior of the device were presented [16], and an explicit ana-
lytic expression for the sensitivity was deduced [18]. However,
the analytic deduction was possible by virtue of the reduction
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Fig. 1. (a) Model geometry of the two-wire sensor used in this paper, with cold
surfaces at z = �l above and under the heaters. (b) Model geometry of the
described three-wire sensor, where the central wire acts mainly as a heater and
the outer wires form the sensing wires.

of the problem to a 2-D one. Now, we release this restriction and
take into account the finite length of the wires. Starting from the
same basic equation, the heat diffusion equation, and following
a perturbation theory approach, we find a 3-D solution for the
temperature difference between the wires. This is written in the
form of a double series using an expansion of orthonormal eigen
functions. This representation allows for the implementation of
the expression into a software program, in which the dimensions
of the sensor and material parameters can easily be varied and
investigated.

II. THE TEMPERATURE AS A THREE DIMENSIONAL SOLUTION

OF THE HEAT EQUATION

To find the temperature distribution around the wires when
there is no fluid flow, the stationary heat diffusion equation can
be used. It reads

(1)
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where represents the thermal conductivity of the fluid, which
is in principle a function of temperature , and is the
heat produced per unit of time and volume.

The geometry used is defined in Fig. 1, with the width of the
heater equal to and the wire length. We also take into
account the finite channel height of . The surfaces at

and at behave as cold walls. If the power
is assumed to be generated homogeneously along the heater,
can be written as

(2)

Because of the negligible thickness of the heat source, the
-dependence can be represented by a -function. First we ana-

lyze the operation with a single heater. Assume that does not
depend on the temperature, which is justified if the tempera-
ture gradients are small [16], so that the heat equation becomes
linear. Due to this linearity, the solution for two wires is the su-
perposition of two displaced solutions for a single wire. A heater
is oriented along the -axis and its thickness in the -direction is
assumed to be very small. The -dependence of the heat source
obeys the function , with

;
(3)

With the assumption that the heat flux through the wire ends
to the channel walls is small compared to the total dissipated
power in the heater, the heat equation becomes

(4)

To simplify this equation, the function is changed into
a -function as well: if the width is not too large,
can be replaced by . Introducing the normalized variables

; ; , where is half of the channel
height, changes the equation into

(5)
Taking into account that the solution should obey the

boundary conditions that the temperature is zero at the channel
surfaces and , we write as an
expansion in orthonormal harmonic eigenfunctions in and

(6)

Substituting this expansion into (5), and taking into account
the boundary conditions and the matching condition at ,
gives for

(7)

III. THE TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE DUE TO THE FLUID

VELOCITY

The output signal of the operating Microflown, when it is ex-
posed to acoustic waves or fluid flows, is a voltage. This output
voltage results from a resistance difference between the two
wires that is caused by the temperature difference between the
wires. For small temperature variations, the resistance change of
a wire is in good approximation linearly proportional to its tem-
perature change: if the resistance at a certain temperature is
defined as , then the resistance at a temperature , , is
in first order

(8)

in which represents the resistance temperature coefficient in
. The differential output voltage , which is usually am-

plified and then measured, is directly related to the resistance
variation between the two wires. The voltage is applied
over both wires in series so that the voltage drop over one heater
is . The output voltage is therefore proportional to the
temperature difference between the wires [1], [16]

(9)

So, we now have to find an expression for . In order to cal-
culate this temperature difference due to the presence of a small
term concerning the velocity , we can consider the convection
term as a perturbation to the stationary temperature profile of
the wire. In the case of a moving gas in the channel, the heat
equation for the temperature becomes

(10)

with the vector the gas (or fluid) velocity, the heat capacity
of the gas at constant pressure, and the heat power density
defined as before (25).1 When the temperature gradients are not
too high so that the inhomogeneities of the heat conduction co-
efficient can be neglected again, and when the gas velocities
are relatively small, the solution of (10) consists of the temper-
ature from (7), plus a small correction proportional to .
This correction, or perturbation term, , obeys the nonhomo-
geneous equation

(11)

with , the thermal heat diffusion coefficient. Since
the velocity is directed in the -direction along the channel,

and the term from (10) appears as .
The amplitude of the particle velocity (the instantaneous flow)
of the acoustic wave depends on fluid parameters such as the
density and is thus temperature dependent, so that it cannot be
considered to be constant along the channel. For a harmonically
varying wave in the channel with a velocity corresponding to

1The effect of free convection is small in our case. Free convection is impor-
tant in situations where the Grashof numberGr is larger than 1000 [29]. For the
current dimensions and temperatures,Gr� 1 and one can neglect its influence
[17].
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an acoustic pressure at room temperature , one can
write in good approximation

(12)

with the acoustic impedance at room temperature
( at ). For the latter relation be-
tween velocity and pressure, the “free field” condition was as-
sumed to be fulfilled. Since the expression for has to obey
the boundary conditions and vanish on the channel walls,2 it is
written as an expansion in harmonics in and

(13)

of which the amplitudes still have to be determined.
The Reynold’s numbers for the system are typically very low

, so that for a rectangular channel and a fully devel-
oped flow the velocity distribution is parabolic in - and -direc-
tions [19] and can be approximated by only the first harmonics.
Therefore, an adequate expression for the velocity becomes [16]

(14)

which clearly expresses the position and temperature depen-
dence of the particle velocity within the sensor. The stationary
temperature distribution is found from the heat equa-
tion, (5). For simplification, the calculations are performed first
for the situation of only one wire at . Subsequently, the so-
lutions for and for can be obtained with parametric shifts
to and . (For a sensor with wire separation ,

.) For the temperature distribution, one can write as
before the expansion in harmonics from (6). For harmonic oscil-
lations in time of the form , the equation
for becomes

(15)

Scaling to dimensionless variables changes this into

(16)
The thermal diffusion constant depends on the temperature

via the fluid density . It also depends on the temperature via
and , but these temperature dependences are small

compared to the temperature dependence of . The fluid velocity
is not constant within the sensor either, since it is temperature
dependent also. Nevertheless, in the ratio the temperature
dependence disappears so that one can take as a good approx-
imation for the velocity , and
use at room temperature.

2The assumption that on the channel walls � = �1, � = �1, v = 0, is
called the “no-slip condition” [19], [20].

For the correction term , a double expansion similar to
that for can be made. It is

(17)

Using the expansion for , (17), then one finds, with the
notation

(18)

To be fully correct, one should take for in (18) the full ex-
pansion in harmonics, , or at least
for a parabolic flow profile, the first coefficient of this series,
as in (14). For each , the velocity term at the right-hand
side (RHS) of (18) will thus contain a summation over and
. In [16] this total summation was evaluated explicitly, and it

was concluded that if the full expansion of is replaced by the
single value the result changes less than 1%. Therefore, we
apply this simplification and set . Since (7) gives

, , (18)
can be rewritten so that one obtains for

(19)

with a normalized frequency. The total solution of
this nonhomogeneous equation is the sum of the solution of the
homogeneous equation and a particular solution of the nonho-
mogeneous one. Taking into account the boundary conditions
for and one then finds for

(20)
If there are now two wires, symmetrically positioned at

and , this becomes

(21)

The temperature difference between the wires at and
is, therefore, given by

(22)
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IV. THE INFLUENCE OF THE HEAT CAPACITY OF THE WIRES

When the heat capacities of the two wires cannot be ne-
glected, an additional term will appear in the heat diffusion
equation. Equation (11) becomes then

(23)

with

(24)

in which represents the thickness of the wires. For small , the
step function can be replaced by . With the introduc-
tion of , it can be deduced as
shown in (25) at the bottom of the page.

In obtaining this expression, the finite width of the heater
was taken into account by averaging over the heater width, so
that the sum in the denumerator becomes convergent.

V. THE THREE-WIRE CONFIGURATION

As we will see later, a configuration of the Microflown that
consists of three instead of two wires is often favorable to a two-
wire sensor. Its working principle is based on a separation of the
heating and sensing functionality. The sensor consists of three
wires, of which the central wire acts as a heater and the two outer
wires provide the sensing function. An example of a three-wire
sensor is seen in Fig. 2. Power is predominantly dissipated in
the central wire, while the sensing wires have a relatively low
temperature and thus a relatively low noise level. Moreover, the
heating wire can be designed such that much power in it can be
dissipated and that its heat capacity is of minor importance. This
concept is simply implemented in the present model.

Assume three wires of equal normalized width at , 0,
and . The model geometry is shown in Fig. 1(b). The fraction
of the total dissipated power in the central wire is , while each
outer wire dissipates a fraction , so . The numer-
ator in expression (25) then changes into

(26)

Fig. 2. SEM photograph of an example of a three-wire microflown, with one
thick central wire (the heater) and two much thinner sensing wires.

For and , one obtains again the expression
for the two-wire sensor.

In a numerical and experimental investigation of the three-
wire concept and the influence of the relative powers on the
sensitivity, these ratios and can easily be varied.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF THE OUTPUT SIGNAL

In acoustic calibration measurements, the output voltage, (9),
is measured as a function of frequency. The function for can
be characterized by three properties when it is plotted double
logarithmically: the low-frequency absolute value, i.e., the inter-
section with the sensitivity axis, a first characteristic frequency

determining where the function falls off, and a second corner
frequency due to the heat capacity of the wires [16], [17]. All
three parameters should be as high as possible. So, our pur-
pose is to optimize expression (25). In this paper, we concen-
trate on the low-frequency sensitivity and the first characteristic
frequency. The dependence of the second corner frequency on
the thermal mass (it is inversely proportional to the heat ca-
pacity) is obvious, and was experimentally verified in [17], [18].
By making the wires as thin as possible, the corner frequency
should become high. Here it was kept constant in all investiga-
tions, and equal to 3.0 kHz.

The output signal can be written as a function of mutually
independent variables. Since many independent parameters like

(25)
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Fig. 3. Numerically calculated sensitivity according to the model for varying
mutual wire distance a. The etch depth is l = 200 �m; wire length l =
500 �m, P = 45 mW and R = 2:0 k
.

and can be considered as constants on which the depen-
dence of is trivial, we analyze the behavior of as a func-
tion of the following dimensionless parameters: the normalized
frequency and the geometrical variables and

. Additionally, the ratio , the power per unit length,
is an important scale factor. Apart from the optimization of the
(low-frequency) output signal , it is important to consider the
“sensitivity-to-noise” (S/N) ratio of the output. This ratio, gener-
ally referred to as the “signal-to-noise” ratio (SNR), is the actual
quantity to be maximized. The main contribution to the noise is
the resistance or Johnson noise [21], [22]: for a resistor at
absolute temperature the voltage fluctuations in a frequency
interval are: , with the
Boltzmann constant. Since the wire resistance of the sensor is
also temperature dependent (8), the noise increases with the wire
temperature.

To compare the theoretically and the numerically obtained
results to the sensitivity curve of the sensor for different geome-
tries, several devices with varying etch depths, mutual wire dis-
tances and wire lengths were designed. We fabricated two-wire
sensors with , 80, 120, 240, and 300 ,
and , and , 80, 100, 200, and 300 . The sen-
sors were characterized in a standing wave tube with a reference
microphone in it, as described in [1], [8]. We thus obtained the
required sensitivity curves in V/Pa or in Vs/m. Using a
mathematic software program, we wrote a script that calculates
explicitly with from (25), where the various parame-
ters (such as , , , and ) were taken as input variables.
Considering the relevant mutually independent variables in this
expression, we varied subsequently , and .

Keeping the power per unit length, constant, the sensi-
tivity as a function of frequency was calculated. Fig. 3 shows
some representative functions for different parameters.

A. The Low-Frequency Sensitivity

For given etch depth , it is seen in Fig. 3 that there is an
optimum value for , for which the low-frequency sensitivity

is maximal. Additionally, the value of determines the
first characteristic frequency. For large where the wires can be
approximated to be in free space, this characteristic frequency

Fig. 4. Numerically calculated low-frequency sensitivity S(f = 0) as a
function of the ratio a=l (dotted line). The crosses denote experimental results
from device geometries with etch depths l = 240 �m (+), l = 300 �m
(�), and l = 500 �m (o). The vertical scale has been normalized to the
optimum value of S(f = 0).

Fig. 5. Numerically calculated sensitivity S(f = 0) as a function of the ratio
l =l (dotted line). The marks indicate experimentally obtained results from
devices with l = 500 �m, l = 40, 80, 120, 240, or 300 �m, and a = 80,
100, 200 or 300 �m. The vertical scale has been normalized to the value of
S(f = 0) at l = l .

equals [16]–[18]. To find the value of the ratio
for which is maximum, we optimized the expression

for for . It can be seen that this value is independent
of , and the optimal ratio was calculated to be approximately

(Fig. 4). From the figure it is concluded that
for given , an optimum value for exists. However, the cal-
culations also show that for given , the sensitivity mo-
notonously increases with up to . This influence of the
ratio on the low frequency sensitivity was investigated and
is shown in Fig. 5. For ratios above approximately 0.6, the
low-frequency sensitivity does not increase significantly.

B. Frequency Dependent Sensitivity

As aforementioned, the mutual wire distance is of direct in-
fluence on the characteristic frequency of the sensitivity curve

. A decrease of increases the bandwidth. The result of
a series of measurements on a number of sensors with

and varying , is shown in Fig. 6. The experimentally
determined sensitivity curves were approximated by a second
order low pass frequency response. The lowest corner frequency

of this function is proportional to the thermal diffusion fre-
quency . It is plotted as a function of in Fig. 6
on a double logarithmic scale. For wires in free space, the an-
alytic model [18] predicts the relationship , which
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Fig. 6. Characteristic frequency f as a function of the distance between the
wires. The acoustically obtained sensitivities were fitted by a second order
frequency response with lowest corner frequency f . The axes are plotted
logarithmically; the line shows the theoretical dependence f / a .

is represented by the line. The experimental points have rather
large error bars, due to the fact that the fit functions are good ap-
proximations. The line represents the analytic model for wires in
free space, while the experimental results refer to devices with
a channel surface below acting as heat sink. Nevertheless, the
behavior of appears for these sensors. The influence
of the channel bottom on appears to be small.

From the results of Figs. 4, 5 and 6, it is concluded that
has an optimum for a ratio of and as . Since
the signal also increases with up to , the etch depth

should be chosen as to 1. A certain required
characteristic frequency thus determines the choice of , from
which and then are chosen.

VII. THE THREE-WIRE CONFIGURATION

A. The Concept

As aforementioned, the most relevant quantity to maximize is
the sensitivity to noise ratio, the quotient S/N, with the noise
voltage in the sensing wires. As a first approx-
imation for this noise voltage, it is assumed that the noise of the
heated wires is mainly determined by the Johnson noise level
associated with the wire resistance . Other sources of noise, in
particular low frequency noise with shaped spectral densi-
ties ( or flicker noise) that are ubiquitous in many systems
like thin metal films, metaloxide layers, wires, and resistors, and
about which much research has been done [e.g., [22]–[28]], are
initially not taken into account. Since the resistance noise is tem-
perature dependent and depends on , which is itself a function
of temperature, an increasing power in a wire leads to an in-
creasing noise voltage. With respect to the noise, a relatively
low temperature in the sensing wires is therefore favorable. The
signal, however, increases with the total dissipated power.

The introduced new configuration for the Microflown, the
three-wire sensor, was experimentally analyzed by considering

as a function of the relative heater power . The dashed
curve in Fig. 7 shows an optimum at approximately .
With respect to the SNR, defined as the low-frequency sensi-
tivity divided by the noise level due to Nyquist noise, an even

Fig. 7. Relative low-frequency sensitivityS as a function of relative heater
power r (dotted line) and the SNR S =N , with N the Nyquist noise level
(drawn line). Both S/N andS have been normalized to their value at r = 0,
i.e., the two-wire case.

higher ratio is favorable. The drawn line in Fig. 7 shows
as a function of and it is seen to have its optimum

at .
For a matter of fact, in the three-wire configuration with a

heater-sensing wire separation of the characteristic fre-
quency is mainly determined by the distance , while for the
corresponding two-wire device this frequency is determined
by the separation . The frequency bandwidth thus increases
by placing a heater between the sensing wires. The frequency
dependence of a three-wire device of separation between the
sensing wires greatly corresponds to that of a two-wire device
with wire separation . However, the optimization strategy
with respect to , and remains the same as for two-wire
sensors.

B. Experimental Characterization of the Three-Wire Device

Since the output signal increases with the power per unit
length [(7) and (25)], a high power dissipation in the wires is
favorable. However, the wire cannot stand temperatures that are
too high. Usually the temperature of the sensing wire, designed
to be thin, should not increase above approximately 650 K. It
is found experimentally that the maximum power per unit wire
length is about 30 W/m. An advantage of the three-wire config-
uration is that the heater can be designed to be thicker, so that
it can stand a higher temperature, currently about 800 K. More-
over a high thermal heat capacity reduces the noise from thermal
and resistance fluctuations.

Three three-wire devices were designed with ,
, and , 200, and 300 . The wire re-

sistances were and . The
heater voltage was adjusted so that the heater power gradu-
ally increased from 0 to 58 mW. For each value of , the power
in the sensors was varied from 2 to 21 mW. The measure-
ment results are summarized in Figs. 8 and 9. These points are
compared to the theoretical curves. It can be concluded that the
use of the three wire configuration largely improves the low-fre-
quency sensitivity at constant total power. Fig. 8 illustrates that
the optimum power ratio yields an approximately two
times higher sensitivity than the ratio , which actu-
ally represents the two-wire device.
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Fig. 8. Relative low-frequency sensitivity S(f = 0) as a function of relative
heater power r , (line) according to model calculations, and the experimentally
obtained points for P = P + 2P = 21 and 30 mW.

Fig. 9. Relative low-frequency sensitivity S(f = 0) as a function of power
in the sensors 2P with the heater power P as a parameter. The dots represent
measurements; the lines model calculations. P = 0 mW (lowest curve); 10;
20; 30; 40; and 50 mW (upper curve).

The inverse of the sensitivity to noise ratio, N/S, represents
the intrinsic noise or “selfnoise” in , with the sen-
sitivity in V/(m/s) and the noise in . It corresponds to
an equivalent particle velocity of the noise level. Fig. 10 shows
these levels of a three-wire device for varying . The lowest
curve shows the minimal selfnoise level at ; the upper
curve with represents the two-wire situation.

C. An Optimally Performing Three-Wire Device

Comparing Figs. 4, 5, and 6, one sees that the requirement of
high low-frequency sensitivity and high characteristic frequency
(large bandwidth) may lead to conflicting conditions for the wire
separation : for a large bandwidth should be as small as pos-
sible, but if is very small, decreases. The optimization
strategy for a large required bandwidth should be to choose a
small value of , then determine , and then . For an optimum
low-frequency S/N ratio, must be high, thus determining
and then .

We designed a three-wire device for a high S/N and a broad
frequency band, with , , ,

, at ,
, and . The temperature

of the heater at this power dissipation, reaches approximately
780 K and the sensor wire temperature is about 327 K. The
heater power can be relatively large and it is limited by
the maximum temperature the heater can stand. We found

Fig. 10. Selfnoise levels of the three-wire sensor in dB (the reference level is
50 nm=s

p
Hz. This corresponds to 0 dB PVL or SPL, i.e., 20 �Pa at a “free

field” specific acoustic impedance) the sensor power is P + P = 11:5, the
heater powerP = 0 (upper curve), 5, 10, 20, 32, 44, and 58 mW (lowest curve),
respectively. R = 7:90 k
, R = R = 256 
 at room temperature,
a = 100, l = 300 �m.

, a sensitivity of 0.54 V/(m/s) at
1 kHz, and an estimated corner frequency of 4.3 kHz. As
we see in Fig. 10, its selfnoise at is to

in the frequency bandwidth of 1 to 4 kHz,
an important audible range.

VIII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Starting from principal physical equations, the wire tempera-
ture and the response signal due to (acoustic or fluid) flow of the
thermal flow sensor have been calculated. Different device ge-
ometries have been analyzed numerically. This approach takes
into account the finite etch depth, contrary to the previously de-
veloped analytic model. The geometric dependences and the
power dependence of the sensitivity were experimentally ver-
ified, yielding a good correspondence between model and ex-
periment. It is found that for given wire length , the low fre-
quency sensitivity increases with channel depth up to .
The optimum wire separation at a given is found to be about

. However, to obtain a broad, flat frequency response,
is chosen to be as small as possible. Both requirements for

cannot be satisfied simultaneously, but a good two-wire device
is made if at and . Next it was
seen that for the influence of the channel surfaces acting
as heat sinks is negligible. The reason for this is that for
the smaller length becomes the characteristic parameter for
the geometry and there is no essential difference to a geometry
with wires in free space.

Since the S/N ratio increases with power, should be as high
as possible. The power per unit length is limited by the temper-
ature limitations of the thin sensor wire, about 650 K for a plat-
inum wire on silicon nitride.

A significantly better performing device is made of three in-
stead of two wires. The relatively thick central wire, the heater,
is heated up to 780 K, while the other two wires, acting as
sensing wires, operate at a relatively low temperature and thus
have a lower noise level. With a relative heater power of 0.85,
the sensitivity of a three-wire sensor is approximately two times
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higher sensitivity than a two-wire sensor of the same dimensions
and power. We found an optimal geometry with ,

, heater-sensor distance of 50 , and
. In the frequency bandwidth of 1 to 4 kHz, the selfnoise

of this device is about to .
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